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MEASUREMEN1 IN ECONOMIC EDUCATION RESEARCIi,
.

An understvaing of measurement is essential for work in education.

eRample, a noted measurement authayity has stated:
.

In today's educational milieu just. about 50 percent of the problems
we eRcounter'do, in face; invoive°teat use,'teap construction; or

4 teat ,interpretation. Consequently, just about any 4tind of c-

specialist-who, lacking knoWledge about measurement, goes out /.to do
.battle with today's educational problems is almost certatInto cote
back a loser. For the present and fores'eeable future, educators Who
wish to be effective in their work Simgly must master the major
tenem of educational measurement (W. James Popham, 1984'p. 4).

, .

F

This recommendation for educators also applies to reseerchers.in economic_
. -.

. ::

education,. Knowledge of econometric techniqueg41 not Sufficient- to do the

a -, .

work; we also need a firm grasp of measurement princfples.
. .1-

In essence, eipirical OR in economic educatibn beging with measurement.

We can identify.reserch problems, specify hypotheses, and construct an ela-
'

borate research design, but we must start our empirical studies with measure-
- .

, .

ment. In fact, many worthwhile research ideas have probably been abandoned..for.

lack of- available instrumeneg't0 measure importantAnputs or doitputs: The

- r

continuing work also depends on measurement:
.

Statistical tests are based on

comparisons among measures. Conclisions are'aiawn from the statistical analysis

of the measured data. Strictly speaking; the use of poor quality instruments of

the use of instruments with incomplete technidai informatien'iaises doubt about

the findings of a s.tudy, even if the study is done carefully in all other"

respects.

Since measurement is,central to the research process in econ50..emeducitioni

this chapter provides a general introduction toehe topic. The major cognitive-
:

tests of economic underseanding are discussed from the perspective of the

technical'eharacteristics of ieliability, vaidity, and national' norms.

Suggestions are also offered,for-what to'da=whett i standardized economics test

Or

If



is not available. Ph addition; affective measures are now widely used in

economic education, but,many reseaEchers fail 'Co report information on reli-

ability or vaidity of these measures. This measurement problem is examined in

depth and general guidance is given on ways to evaluate new measures.

A caveat is probably. in order at this point. The chapter: is not designed

as a substitute for the basic coverage of material presented in mess cement

:-
texts (c.f.; Ebel; 1979-,

/)
Gronlund; 1981; Nunnally, 1978). These texts offer

\
extensive information on many measurement opics and should serve as a back-

ground reference in the same way researchers use ecovmetric texts. This '_1

chapter oily discusses the basic measurement thi reliability; Validity;,

and norms as t y apply to the major norm-referenc d cognitiveand affective
G

: i 1

forinstruments in economic education researchers will have,a framework fdr,

judging their technical quality.
. .

The MAor Cognitive-Teets-

The assertion that measurement questions have been completely ignor in
7°1

economic edpcaticlngesearthie not supported by the evidence; especi711Y when

;one looks at:the major cognitive tessures; In a recent literature review;

Weiebtod found tha 22 pernnt of the 106 papers focused on -how to 4efine_pnd
.

measure outputs" (1979; p; 15), with no doubt mostof the studies beitig of

tognitiv measures; Also, more than a decade ago Rendigs Fels recogn1:zed that:

.

..
.

Hypothesis-testing:requires measurement, quantificatio n; and l!ratA.

On reason there has been little hypothesis testing in economic
eddcatia has been the lack, until recently, of Objective measuring
instruments'(1970, p. 27).

The instruments th ,at Fels was.referring to were the? Test of Economic
t )

,
A

Understanding (TEU) for high school students; the college Lever Entrance,

Placement (CLEP) examinati introductory economics; and, thethen new 4:es-

of Understanding of College Economics (TUCE).
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110V
The TUCE became the standard cognitive instrument in economic education

.
.

rpsearch with 62 of the#100 empirical studies in the Journal -ofE-canami-c_

)11

t

Education from 1969 to.:1,Mid21983 reporting its 'se. The TyCE was recently

revised after a .1744i- period And the revision (RTUCE) is available far further

J research work ( n ;cl; Ts, 1981). Similarly; the Test of Economic Literacy has

replaced the TEU at the highschool level (Soper, 1979). And; the new Basic

Economics Test (Chizmar and'Halinski, 1980) offers researchers interested in

measuring achieveme at Ctiupper elementary level a test to replace the TeSt

ft

r-
ElementaryElementy Economday

e RTUCE, T5Li iindBETg

k

ve economic' education researchers

-4;

At of

natio Ily;normed and standaPdized instruments at both the college ,and pre -

colleg levels.2 EactNiaeaSdre,:however, needs to be carefully nalyzed for

information on its leliability, validity, normin, and test item data before it

is used b rksearchers. Blind use may lead,to misuse and close study of each

instrument can reveal where caution is necessary or where further measurement

work is required. We begin with a discussion of reliability and tWOm turn to

validity, norms, and test item data.

Reliability

Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement, or the capacity of

test to measure student performa ce accurately. Any test which'contains too

much randomness (error) c4nnot be used for making comparisons or decisions in

research work.; Randbm errors of measurement are present in any test; so it is

the degree of consistency. which is of interest and which we estimate when we

_

lo4 at reliability;:What We Seatth for are instruments tiia-tiare reliable

of student performance over time; over test conditions, and overmeasures

samples of items.



Basically, there are four ways to estimate reliability. The first method

provides an estimate of the stability of the test over time. This property is

estimated by the correlation between test scores of the same test given.at two

different points in_time (usually over a two-week period) without any inter-
-

vening treatment or insFruction. This test-retest method accounts for: (1).

constabcy of student response on the test over time; and, 2) the consistency

the test procedures since two test administrations are necessary.

In theo'ry, a test only contains a sample.of all possible items in the

.

sampl domain., When "parallel" forms of a test are developed, we have two

of test items from the test domaih. By administering the two parallel

to students and correlating their scores we can examine the property of ,

t _

,test equivalence, where we look at how consistent scores are from one sample to

another. This equivalent-forms reliability method takes into account:

(I) the consistency'of measurement over different %amples of items; and; (2) the

consistency of the test procedures since two test adminkstrators are necessary.

When 6quivale4 forms of a test are administered over a time period, then

thlrptoperty'of tept equivalen6_ce and stability carLbe estimated by correlating

'the test scores from the two test administrations: This combination filethod
s

into account:; (1) the constancy.of student response over time; (2) the

'consistency test procedures; and, (1) the consistency orthe test over diffetent
ti

.

samples' of items. We also refer to this method as an equivalent forms reli-

ability, but with a time interval.

Finally, we can obtain information on the-internal ddmaiStency of a testi'

u-L

Internal'consistency indicates whether the iterps'ima test are' measuring a

op

common characteristic; or whether the test is homogeneous. A common approach to

estimating:internal.consistency'Is to split the test in half and correlate the

scores from each half, progucing a split-half reliability estimate. 'A more
.

. _ .
,,)
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sophisticated and recommended Method to estimate incernal2oonsistency is BY

KUder iti_Otat-dacin 20 (KR-20).
*

r Cronbach alpha formulas These procedures offer

internal consistency estimates which are essentially an average of all possible

split-half coefficients and' they arg popular because they require only one test

adminismfation.3. Internal consistency estimates accounts for: (1).the

_ .

consistency of the test over different samples of items; and; (2) consistency

over tesE condition's since in theory two test scores are being correlated.

With *this basic background on relistp.lity; we can now compare the four

approaches cross consistency factors. As shOwn in Table 1; different infor-

mation is provided by different estimates. A test-retest method with a time

interval gives us information on the consistency of the test procedure and

constancy of student response; but tells us nothing about the consistency of the

test over different samples of items. The internal consistency estimates tells

about the consistency if the teat over different samples of items and over test

procedures, but fells us nothing about the constancy of giudeat responses over

time; Only the coefficient estimate'of enuivale e ana stability (equivalent-

Corms reliability) accounts for all three consistency considerations; making it

the most rigorous reliability test.
4

Insert Table 1 about here

t

Reliability of Economics Achievement Tests

We now have a frameworkaft judge the reliability tf the various economics

achievement tests. Only!internal consistency estimates are reported for the

BET; TEL and RTUCE.. These estimates offer information on the consistency of

the measure over different samples of items andover test procedure. We have no
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ti

information on the constancy of student response 6Vet ide._ In fact.* since the
f

i

recommends' that "a teacher should look with uspition on any wit that has two

c-nternift4 t eir equivalence--

i

forms available and does not report tnforMat
,....;

tetause without evidence "the comparability O the resultS4 of he TwoJorms
. .

cannot be assumed" (Gronlund, 1981; p. 98). The .probable reason for the

.omission was the expense and difficulty of ariangFng two,testeadminittration for

the large national sample. Yet; a smaller sample study
-.,

could be otfe ased
, __1

stability and /equivalence evidence;
fo

So while we have sole rdVabillt?' .

BET;' THL; and RTUCE all ,have :'parallel" forms; its is surprising, that' no 'taare

1reported toAgpport. the equivalence assertion. In this case, one test ert

infbrmation;'further measurement work would help us make Nmore complete

judgmentrabout -the reliability of the.RTUCE, TEL, nd BET.5 r

The;interhal consistency estimates for the RINCE. TEL, an -PBET can still be

%

useful; The posttest KR-20 estilstes for the RTUCE were: .81 r matro.form-A;

macro.76 for macro ftrm S; .75 for micro form A; .74' for- micro form B; .73 the

hybriA micro/macro form A, and .71 for the hybrid micro-macro form 131,- The TEL

showed Cronbach alphas of '.87 for each test fOr.M. The ;alphas for the BET were

dJ

.83 for form A and .78 for form B.

A
What do these numbers mean? Reliability is measured on a scale from .00 to

1.00, with 1;06 indicating perfect reliability and .00 indicating no reli
0

.
. . ..

ability; Since our estimates are somewhere in between; but qver .70i are the

l_ , . ,
.

logtrument reliable as estimated by internal consistency fornitlas? The anpwer

is yes for research purposes; As Nunnally (1982) states:

It is not necessary for the reliability to be as high in instruments
that are used for research in education or related fields as it is
for such practical applications as assessing the_progreas of_
students in school . . In basic research a good i4otkthg,tule is
that the reliability coefficient should be at least .70..bdt it is
not alwaysinecesgary to have reliabilities that range into the 90s

(p. 1600).
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According tc)thiis working standard: none of the 2nstruments should be usedlor
A

t , 1
. .

lied work.where important ec lolons and reliability caefficAents over .90 are

# , _6 4:,;.?necessary. The. -BE VL;- and RTUCE do meet the
.

s andard for research work.
1.

_7

OnAmeinyoctsions r earchers want-to study the difference in performance

,:
ir 0.

from,prit'eqt to poltte n theRTUCE'inl4or_BET; where the difference score
IA ,

.1 .
*,

is-, considered be a measurie of value-added,for.an instruCtidnal'unit or an
, ,

_ 21
experfMent. Since difference scork ar calculated from twoo allible tests;

difference scores Will be An imperfect asure;of change. The reliability of
.

7,
_ _

difference scores is 1 w y than the averaie reliability of the two tests frpb

which the difference core is calculated.

. formula cor calculating the reT1iathlity of difference scores is:

a
r-- + r__ - r

BB AB
2 (1 - rAp,)

,

_Where rDB is the reliability, of the-, differenol between tegt:it _(PreteOtg
V c

,
B (posttest); rAA is the relfability of test A rig. 4-s the reliability of tes

and rAB is thA Correlation between pre- and . For_ ; if z

test A and test B have the same reliability (.7 and pre sttest

,correlati -is .,7i'then the reliability ofAh' 'feren tes 00._ An,c.0

, I-

einc ras n the reliability Of test. A and ft t .8 only increases the reliability
,

s
, .

of difference test to..33. Another way increase the,eeliabllity of the
_

)

I
difference core is to decrease the correlation between the pretest and

i

posttest, b,t thfs raises questions about test validity (c.f., Brown, 1=970, pp..

g3=91)'.

/
) - ...

( The low reliability of difference scores usually makes them an inconsistent

and risky form of meabgrement to usefor either research comparisons or

important decisions,About student performance. Unfortunately; there appears to

a
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* be_no_crecognition7in eeo-

'i,:_:. (0

basically unreliable m sures

J

tedumtion literature that difference scores are
4

and to date few researchers have examined this

L- .
.-

,

-

measurement problem. 144i1e a value-added measure may be-useful for most tradi-

1

tional areas of economie.research, when calculated using student test scores,'it

ie probably's measureogith low relilibility:7

J

One fiftal point needs to be mentioned before we turn to other matters.

;

IRtliabiliti is a necessary; but not a sufficient condition for test malidity. I
t

We can produce an instrument which has great internal consistency and good

stability; 'If; however; a test does ti .not meathe property that,we wish it to
(

`11'

measure, then the consistency or reliability of the measure is of ittlevalue:

'A test with a high reliability estimate does not mean;that the test possesses

0

high validity. A 6omp1ete loOk at the RTUCE; T ani, BET

of the validity of these tests.

1

c

Validity
t

..)
The most important charatteristic of a test is its validitY; or the extent

- /
?././ to ,7hich it measures what it is designed to Validity 'is not a property

"'Lthat the instrument possesses; tfut is spetific to the situation for whichthe

'instrument is intended to:be used. The RTUCE, for instance; may be a valid

require .an inspection

4

measur of introductory college.etonomits; it is not a valid measure

1-on.the," oundness of theductory college mathematics. Validity is also based

interpretation" of_the teStArfiults for a particular grow8

only the interpretation of the tes -data has validity, not

Valfdity-, therefore; is determined,,in the contex -of the situation where the

intro-,

of individualsand.,

the test instrument.

instrument is used and the interpretation of the results produced. While we may

use the terms "test

tions

BET.

lidity or the "validity of a test," the above qualifita-

should be remembered when studying the alidity of the RTUCE, TEL, and
At
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t

As was the case with reliability0 there are several types of validity for a

.

test instrument. Content validity refers to the d "egyree to which items on a test

\_
adequately'repreirent a sample of the content area udder study. Content, validity
4

is the most impdrtant type of validity to consider for bloat achievement tei3ts

beca4se of thk focus on subject matter. Criterion-related validity involyes
. .

deteqiining how well performanCe.pn the correlates with performance on '

'anothe "criterion-_ measure. When we correlate performance on the instrument

and a criterion
$'

eagure at t same point in time, we refer to-this cKitecion-

related validity as concurrent validity. Wen we use the performance an ;the

test instrument to predict performance opas criterion meaoure_given at a latter

point in' time, are working with a form of criterion-related validity called

, predictive validity. Finally, there is construct validity which includes

methods for obtaining evidedce on how "well an instrument measures aA unobserv-
w

able construct such as "economic, understanding." Construct validity is

probably the most comprehensive of the three types of validity,'but proper test "

validation may require information on all types.'' We will examine the RTUCE;

TEL,-and BET from the various validity perspectives.8

_Content Validity:

-
The establiehmera of Lent validity is most-important for achievement

&test development-and is probably the strongest featuit in the deveiOpMent'of the

-di.

ATUCEi TEL, and BET. Each' test contains a test speciXitatipn matrix which
4

includes 'information on the content domain covered by the tent. The TEL and BET

were developed using the cdntentkramework in the Master Curri ulum Guide

(Hansen, et. al., 1977) to identify ;the% content areas which should be'covered by

the test. (With the BET this list Was;modified somewhat since certain listed'i
_ _ _

the MCG are not even xadght to elementary Nildren).*- -the 'TEL and BET, A

a
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"Iworking committee wrote thetest questions, pretested the. items, an4 received

feedback ;tom a national advisory committee. Similar procedures were followed

with the development of the RTUCE, except that no hands written framework was

available to specify ccoeceptsitaukht in the ".typical" introductory college

ei
v ,

economic course.. Th test content, however, closely parallelsmost of the basic

%
0. .. )4-

-concepts covered in a standard micro- or macroeconomics principles text.

N---...Test questions were also developed and categorized according to arcogftitive

level classifiNtion. The BET and TEL cognitive classification were based on a

modified form of the widely used cognitive taxonomic, syste4developed by Bloom-

(190).. The RTUCE used a classification system defin 'd by the test developers,
4 4-.

which categorized questions as realistic, implicit - application, and explicit

application. Why an ad_ hoc-specification was used for the RTUCE rather than a

More widely accepted ones such as Bloom's taxonomyi 'remains a mystery and may be
AN

a weakness in this test.i (We will return to this point when we discuss

construct validity).c

o

The content-cognitive test specification matrix for Micro form A of tVe

RTUCE is provided in Table 2
,
for illutrative purposes. Establishing content

validity

simply_a

is a complex process involving rational judgments/by experts and is not

statistical calculation. The potential.problems with the content

validity of the RTUCE, o for the TEL or BET, involve the aPproPriatenels and

weighting o ,the content-cognitive matrix. Criticism could be directed at test

committee judgment on the selection of concepts and the cognitive level at which_

they are tested for tat groups of introductory.econqmics students under Study.

Insert,Table 2 about here t

For example, the RTUCE can be viewed by some instructors as not being

representative of the content covered in their particular introductory

12
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courses. Since the original TUCE faced a Sitilar crit cism, it may be worth

reemphasizing A point made in the original TUCE manual:

Whether the,TUCE is a valid test depends on the purposes for which
it is used. Sete_eCOnomIcs instructors will no doubt disagree with
the content dr.dbjectives emphasized by the test committee& Pot
these inatructors; ,TUCE will not possess content validity (Fels,-et

al., p.-15).

This point also applies to users of the BET, TEL, and RTUCE. Researchers

__-
to make certain that the instrument is appropriate for the situation under

o

investigation; The BET, TEL, and RTUCE are general achievement measures and

when we wish to make: arison across 'courses on general achievement i

economics, 'these measures are quite valid to use. In a research investigation,

there may be,differences in what is emphasized in one course over another, but

if the dfferences are slight, and if' comparisons are tb be made, then a

staodardized measure is still appropriate. Oh the other hand, the RTUCE is not

a valid measure to use for grading or evaluation purposes in a course where the

________
course content differs substantially from the content coverage of the RTUCE.

Criterion-related Validity
4. -4.

Ctitetitin-telated Valldity.is often determined by correlating_performance

on economics test with a "criterion" instrument; The majorproblem, of course,

With this type of validity is the selection of an appropriate criterion Lnstru-

tent,. The better the instrument, the stronger the validity evidence. This

procedure also gives researchers an empirical method for supporting validity

t
claims rather than the judgmental approach of content validity.

None of the new, economics teats provide any criterion=relaied evidence to

support validity claims, pOssibly because no suitable criterion could be found

at the time the test was constructed. A few suggestions, however, for future

' work could bekmade. RTUCE scores could be correlated with scores on the CLEP
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economics test. Scores on the'TEL could be correlated with scores,on thethy4rid
'

RTUCE. Large national samples may not be available .f or this'co9cOrrent;validity

work ut some small samplcgtudies might offernew validity evidence:,
.

What might be of even more interest would:be to use the instruments for

predipcie validity work. Are scores by high SthOcil seniors on theTEL useful

for predicting performance, either on grades or on the RTUCE; in the introduc-
)

tory economics course taken a year later? lbea the RTUCE have any predictive

validity for.lat,er performance in upper level economics courses? Can the BET be

used to priedicC student performance in economics in junior high school? These

questions suggest areas for future predictive validity work with the BET; TEL;

and RTUCE. Information on the predictive power of our measures; while con--;

trolling foi background variables; may help guide curriculum work in economics.

Copstruct=0CaLl-cLity_:

"Economic understanding" is essentially an unobservable construct which we

wish to measure; and so we must consider construct validity as well as the other
1--

types of vafidity. Several methods are used to esiablish construct validity.

First; we can make predictions about how certain groups wil performon the ,

measure and then test the groups and c mparp performariceS. We might predict,
)

for example; that the high'school 1Vdeqt- would score .lower on the RTUCE.than

college studentg who have completed the introductory course; but that graduat

students in economics would outperform both groups; Some limited evidence of

this type is proVided by the TEL since there is a statistically:significant

difference in test scores for groups of students classified with ay without

economics training; A -statistically significant difference was also reported

,
r

with groups who took the RTUCE as's pretest and groups who took the RTUCE as a

posttest in an introauctory economics course.

14
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n additior,wecan examjne construct validity by making predictions about

the effects of intervention or treatment. If test scores respond to instruc

tion,:then this finding is evidence tq support construct validity. The best

example of this evidence is provided with the BET. An analysis of variance was

conducted examining BET test scores while controlling for grade level, sex,

instruction in economics, and a sex interaction variable. The analysis showed

that studen scores in economics increased with the amount of economics instruc

tion received. What is unique about this analysis for.the BET is the attempt eo

cbntrol for background variables. More work may be needed here however, since
6

no measure of general ability or reading was included in thelmodel and grade

level may not be an adequate proxy for these factors or other factors might

might be especially important socioeconomic status).

Obtaining correlations with other measures is a third way to support

construct validity claims. Probably the most important construct validity work

to be done with all three tests is to supports the cognitive level claims for

test questions. Assertions are being made that parts of each test are assessing

higher -level cognitive skills, but we have no evidence. An earlier study which

sought to address this type of problem was conducted by Lewis and Dahl (1971)

for the old TUCE. In essence, this Study looked at the correlations among the

TUCE or its subparts; and other measta S, such as AT test.'or a ;critical

thinking estitoassess tHe.cognixivg level construct validity ofkthe:TUCE,

'This 'topic is cipe fork furthar worki.'With the n,'w ecppdmic teat 4nd the Lewis

'and Dahl study offers a useful starting point;

,Norms

An important charactexistic of a standardized economics achievement test is ,

the availability of nationalnorms. To be certain that rmill.g data is useable
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, - .

for comparisdn purposes; both the qdality f the co partitive datant_ity
.... 4

4"Veed to be audgedi The usual Criteria to oak for are: (1) the northing sample
I

,

4,.-

-.size; 0-3-.7.,the recentness of the data collection; (3) the representativefess ot,

,the sample; and; (4) complete description of'the test procedures.
.

An examination of the RTUCE, TEL; and BET indicates that the instruments

meetall these cri;teria. The RTUCE data were collected from over 7,000 college

Students taking introductory economics courses in 24 colleges and universities

of various sizes across the United States in the spring term of 1979; TEL

5* -.
norming data were Obtained from over 8;500 eleventh and twelfth grade students

-92-high school, classrooms in 36 states in May and June of 1977. SET

norming data were collected; 14;0004ourth; fifths and sixth graders in

56 ClaaartibtiS ift:23 states in May 1979. Thus; large sample sizes were used and

the data Were taletted recently; Given the spread of the sampling across

.

i,states and educational institutions;; we also have some information that the test

del/elopers tried to obtain a representative sample of students for each level,c

although without random sampling procedurgs we Ikay never be as certain of thig'

judgment as we might wish to be. Detailed test procedures and interpretation

information is al:so contained in each published test manual.
# ,

The quality of the northing data 1.6Critical to comparisons made with test

scoresi either for grbUOS or individuals; With norming data we can convert a

-'raw score to a percentile tank based on the use of the norming sample data. To

illUStrate, if a. researcher found that a class of twelfth grader received a

Viean 6C-ore tif 6 on tht TEL (form ti) after an inseructionalunit n ecodOmics;

then the researcher interprets the class performance as meaning that the class

performed as well or better than 50fpereent of the norming sample of 12th

As
graders with economics instruction. Even if researchers had other data avAil-

able on performance in similar c7 asses,. the norming data could still be
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usedA
as a basis for comparison for all classes and as away to add meaning to

the interpretation of the test scores.

When using norms researOlers must;remember that the,norms were developed

from the noiming sample. Norms are -not statement of what should be or ought to

be; they should not be viewed as standards. Norms are simply a large data set

available for comparison purposes. This comparison is not with all student or

classes at that age (grade) level, just the norti g group.

The age of the normi g data also becomes more critical over time. The
4

older a test the greater the probability the norting sample scores are outdated

for comparison purposes and reliability and validity date are more suspect.

This problem is mentioned because test revision in economic education has not

been frequent. The norming data for the "new" TEL is now over 6 years old and

may soon be in need of revision, but a 15 year period lapsed before the TEL

replaced the old TEU. The developer of the RTUCE also recognized: the time

problem and recommended'that the RTUCE tests-"be revised more frequently than

the 12 years that elapsed between publication of the original TUCE and the

current revision." (Saunders, 1982; p. 10). As stated earlie empirical

research is influenced by the quality of the data collected by the major test

instrument, and consequently, we all have a stake in test instrument development

even if we de not do the measurement work. Timely revision of major measures is
I

essential for research work in this Meld:

rt

Item Analysis

Data on the difficulty level of each item is provided in the BET; TEL; and

RTUCE manuals. (Difficulty level refers to the percentage of stddents in the

forming sample who got the item right).. In addition, data are presented on the

discriminating power,of each item, or the ability of our item to distinguish.
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between students who do well on the test and those who do not. With the RTUCE,

for example; the discriminating power is measured with a pofbt biserialcorre-

zi

lation bet en the mean score of thoSe giving correct response on an item and

4 A

The mean score of the total norm group for that test.

2 While item data may be of interest to instructors who wish.to evaluate

stuaght performance on particular items with the norming group, item data is

usually of little interest to researchers. There may be items that researchers

do not like oryo not think show sufficient difficulty or discritinating power.

A testi however, is an index and what we need to know is whether this index is

an adequate measure of the construct under study.. This quality is most properly

II .

assessed by the reliability and Validity characteristfcs. Remember the maxi:

judge the overall test, not individual items;

Stan I e _Tests

educ

Reliability and validity have been called the "meat and potatoes" of

onal measurement; In the previous discussion we identified what to look

or in the reliability and validity information with a standardized achievement

test in economics. In certain areas the RTUCE, TEL, and BET offer the'.

researcher Only limited information on the major technical features, most

noticeably with equivalent-forms reliability estimates. Since measurement and

test instruments lay the foundation for research work, we must continue to

increase the amount of reliability and validity data to maintain high standards

for research.

No suggestion is being made that these measures not be used beca the

lack of complete information. The RTUCE, TEL, and BET are the best avAlable

instruments for research and are of good quality. The Test development process

isIalso an'arduous one; 'Researchers who ventured into this area and produced

o

/
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instriithents of the quality of the RTUCE, TEL; and BET; given time and resource

constraints, are to be applauded for their labors Which resulted in a long-run

contribution to the field:

We Ph-dun glSO consider the alternative to standardiZed tests-teacher-made
at

tests. The bagiC differences between_the two types f tests should be reviewed

before the use of,a standardized InstrdMent is rejected in;avor of a "home-

made" substitute. As we have illustrated, items for standardized measure are

carefully written, pretested; -and selected by a committee of experts; teacher-e
made4test items are not constructed with the same levelof quality.

1

Standardtzedrtest also provide a mania with detailed reliability and validity

data, 'norms 'foa comparison purposes, and clear test protedures;-informatiqn on

the technical characteristics and test procedures is often unknown or

unpublished with teacher-made tests., A standardized test can be used for

comparison and research purposes; the classroom test is only suffLient for

evaluating individual student performandt in a particular classroom, and it is

rarely of acceptable quality for use in research. In ShOqi a teacher made test'

is hat likely to inspire much confidence in the results of 'a study where thly

are used, and researchers should ha e good grounds before rejecting the use of a

standardized test. 9

A Modified Test:4.An Example

A teacher-made test may be appropriate when standardized test is

-

upavailable for. tse th the gr study or when there are limits to the

aretest period. Even in' these situation tesedrchers are begter off searching for

.1

a previously developed instrument as source for items with some reliability

and validity informatiOn.

For example, in an evaluation study o an elementary school program,
,

1 I
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Walstad (1979) used a item version of the 40-i,em;Test of Elementary

Economics (West-SpringfieN, 1971) as the evaluation instrument since the BET

had not been developed at the time the study was conducted. A shortenea form of

the TEE was required for several reasons. First, the TEE was originally

developed for use with sixth graders and in the study the target, group was

fourth graders. Second, shortened instrument was needed to fit the limited!

classroom testing period. Third, the northing data from ovee2,500 elementary

students in -New England was ciatbd and test reliability needed to be checked.

When the TEE was administered to a separate sample of 63 fourth, fifth, and

sixth graders DT' a local school district, the reliability (KR-20) was-a low

.53. Eleven'items.had difficulty levels (percent correcjt) below chance (.25) or

had negative high-low discrimination (percentage difference between the highest

and lowest scoring groups for the correct alt-ernative)) By shortening the

length of the test from 40 to 29 items, the r- eliability actually increased

rather%than d ecreased and was a modest .65. The item mean difficulty level was

.43 and item mean discrimination level was .36. After the separate sample work,

the reduced TEE was used in the study and showed an internal consistency

reliability of .71i which was acceptable for research wo If.thi more diffi-

cult and poorly discrimihating items of the original E had not been elimi-

nated, the reliability estimates would no doubt h.ve been much Iowex;

The improvement.Zreliability of the TEE by omitt items did not. appear
fy,

;to come at the expense of content validty. A comparison was Made between the
V

original content matrix and the reduced cOntentl matrix for the TEE. All content

the orfginal test were still represtnted in the reduced test. .The

-
.

items_-eliminatied were basically ones of a factual or historicaL naturefUnOlated
t _!

- .

-.,,

to the stud or else the Atik_ms duplicated material covered n_Other items. The

reduced testa represented the best available instrument to tes the generai

i
,

2 )
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understanding and application di economic concepts likely to be taught tO

. _

classies at these grade levels. (See Tabl'e 3 for test matrix comparisons);

IAsert Table 3 about here

Conclusion on Teachermade Tests

e
In instances where no previous_instruments are available to offer .gdidance

or tes t questions, then researchers must start from "scratch;" Guidelines for
7

good, test construction can be founccin most measurement texts. Ideallyi.the

test should be pretested with a separati sample before Jt is used and

information made available in the resea rch report od'the descriptive test
7

statistics, reliability estimate, and how validity was determined. ISA-lermade

tests can be made acceptable for reseaIrch (at least for exploratory work) as
,

long as we have adequate documentation\of the technical characteristics so we)

I

can judge the quality of the measure.10

One educational researcher has recommended that "editors and reviewers

ought tcroutinely return papers that fail to establish psychometric properties

of the they use" (Willso p. 9). This standard is a strict

one and if it were applied to cognitiv easures used in-recent studies

publistied'in the Journal _t& EcIromic Education; then a number of studies would

be returned for -lack of complete information; For example, studies by Ferberi

(1983); Paul (1982); and Swartz, et. al.i (1980) all use a teachermade

multiple choice economics test as a measure of outputi butho §tudy provides any

reliability data on the developed measure. In addition, the discussion of test

validity is limited since we are not told what content areas were covered by the

test. In each of these studies, for example, TUCE[items were included as part

or all of the teachermade tests, but we are not told which items were

selected. In other words, the reliability and validity information on the
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instruments is incomplete and we are forced to accept the opinion of the
t.

researchet that the measures 1.e sound. When teacher- e or modified

w _

standardized tests are used; then more test informatio is required because -we'

have no test manuat o consult.''
-,

Affective Instruments
A

Affective instruments have been incorporated in econoti education researc

'from the first issue of: the.Journal Econotic EducatiOn;* ery isaue
\r.

. .

thereafter usually contains one or more articles with an of ctive measure as an

input or output variable in model specificatioas. Constructs which have been

examined in the research literature include: tudes towar methods of

instruction (McConnell and Lamphear, 1964); economic attitudeftophisftcation

`(Mann andjusfeld, 1970); student course evaluations (Villard; 1973); *alttitudes

towards economics (Karstensson and Vedder, 1974)x; attitudes toigards economic

issues (Riddle; 1978); and; learning and instructional styles (Miller, 1912); A

review of the findings dh the significance of some of these affective variables

at the college level is found in Siegfried and Fels (1979, pp. 930-937);

The Neglect of Documentation

Paradoxically while there has been great interest in affective instrument

and tecognition of he need to use normed, rakable, and valid measures of

cognitive achievement, little attention has been paid to the measurement

rqualities the affective measups. It appears to be acceptable practice in

economic educatvion to develop an attitudinal measure and use it in research

without documenting its technical characte9iistics. Henry and Ramsett, for

example, examined the effects of computer-aided instruction on learning and
4

attitudes in principles courses. All we are told about the attitude towards

2

S

4
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, t , , gl. 1
_

economics measure is: "t score was obtained by having students cgiMprete on
l-( -w

attitude t- est at the end 4 the course." (p. 28). This example 47 .seem
f

lists
.

'...

4-.

extreme; it is not; but the impulse to lists of e studies in econo c education

that provide no documentation of. the characteristics of the measure sed or that
i F

i

providestdco ete documentation will be resisted and the task left as

.

exercise "for the eader.

There is no substitute for an e act descmiptioh

with infoi-mationvi how the/instrument was deyeloped; the validation procedures;
4!1

its reliabili 'end the,samples to which it has been administered by the,
4.4.

an

of the affective measure

original lie7/oper. We would also

consiscendY reliability

want at leastan

under study:-

estimate of the internal

Devoting one or two

paragrap s or lengthy footnot to tddes.cription of measures in an article is

not too much to ask of researchers.: Since the conclusions are.ultimate4based

on the quality of the instruments used, this consid ation should be sufficidnt

justification for subtantiating the value of the instruments.12 In addition,

affective measures are often vi-ewe "softer" than co nitive measures- 4hd it

might be .expectel. that more "rigorous" documentation ould be both deOred'and

requireth affective_me4Osures before they are used. The r verse has been the

siw

case to ate: higher measurement standards are found with cognitierather thpn

affective medsures, on average.

Criteria for Affective Measu-re s,

Basically, the same evaluation criteria apply to both cognitive and to

aff ctive measures. When considering validity; it is necessary to look at the
tow.

ree kinds of validity evidencecontent; cr terion-relatediand construct.

Achievement tests usually give most weight to-content validity; but with

affective measures-the emphasis shifts to docum

t

ntation oG construct validity.

2 ,1

"*.
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Also, criterion-relatedVal dity can be even mole difficult to determine in the

-
affective domain 'than the Cognitive demainib

f-
ecause there.are even fewer

suitable cr ittstrud6nta. predict behavior hOm Fesponseg i0-

_ _.-. .. -...... ,
, --,.

-lf7repor attitude MiTragUreg has not met,with h success. Despite these

problems; we-will seek evidence i

the instrument goyasureswhat it
qree,ways to support' our-contention that

purports to Measure;

Information on t rel bili ty of the affective measure also Should be .c

reported 0104esearc . nposti cases; affective measut* require Only
.

Lrl

reporcingof internal corlsi incy reliability; Estimates for stabilitk throm$

-
the, use of a test retest krcedure may not be appropriate because- of the .

reactive_naeure of the measUresr and parallel
cis

form( are1 fdr.

affe6tive measures.
)(
Theyreliability r4.1.2ge for affective g'asures'i often loweret

4

than for achievement.-Measures, Making a minimum standard difficult to Specify;

but ary AffebtiVe- theaSUre With a coefficientiof-.60or greater is probably_,

acceptable for research wyprk.
, -

Ag was 460 caseWith cognitive tests, the norming,sampla for affective.

I

4
measures Should alSo

. _

be large and representative of -thegpoOlation under

so we have some assurance 'that the technical. property_ teliab Vty (or

validity) ts being estimatep with:an appopriatq group. Affect ive measures also

4udy

e revis6 one to maintain_ value of thneed to norms. Since'.

the sc es for-)an affective int-rument are summations across different items,

A
researchers should eschew item analysis and concentrate on the meaning:land.

)t
1interpretation of the overall score.

C:

Tipie SEA: A k

The only
.

measure for 4cOnotic education whichiapproatheS the
r A

standprds of suAl ghgnitive
%

measures as the R.TUCE, TEL,.o-f-BET isT-the_two-part
*.

.1)



'Survey _an _Ecnnnm-tc. Axxitudes (SEA) consisting of 28 Likert-iipe-sstatements
-

(Walstad and Soper; 1983; Soper andWalstadi forthcoming). The first part of

the SEA assesses attitudes towards economics (ATE). Thesecodd part of the SEA

examines e.conomiS attitude sophistification (EAS), or the degree to_which

6
studentOrNs are in.agreement with the consensus views of econoigists on

, ____--
economics issues.' The instrument was nationally normed with a group of about

. 4 _._
iiloo high school students (11th and 12th graders) in 67 schools in 35 states in

e

_14ay1979. Small sample work also fndicates that the instrument (at least the

ATE) maybe suitable for use at the college level.

&detailed deacriptibh of the reliability and validity work for the SEA is

provided_in the previously cited work and will only be briefly described here;

.The CronSach-alpha was .88 fOr th TE and ;66 for the EAS with the large high

a

schOol sample. Similar estimates for each instrument were obtained with the
_

college samples. Although the alpha for the EAS is somewhat lower than the

this diffetence is probably due to the difficulty of obtaining internal

consistency when assessing attitudes on diverse economic issues and to the short

length of-_t/Se- asure Both ATE and EAS-/estimatesi however; meet or exceed

-
standards for research use;

Reliability is onty a necessary condition for Validityi so an in depth

.frivestigatioh was made of the content and construct 'validi'ty of each measure. A

working committee reviewed the topics to nuluded in each attitude measure

and received feedback fromHa national adVisory committee 'to select items and to

judge overall content validity. Construct validity evidence was firs,- obtained
I.

for the ATE and EAS by statistically testing for the expected differences in

responses among known groups,- -high school stude idtroductory economics

students, acNahCed undergraduates, and colleg- professors; Student scores on

fhe ATE and ;EAS;;were'alSo'ctrelated with scores on other measures--an IQ test,



the RTUCE, and the. ACTto examine whether each measure showed a degree of

uniqueness. In addition, for the EAS, a survey test was conducted as part of

construct validity work to help identify the "consensus" position of economists

and economic educators on economic issues.

The SEA is just one example of a nationally normed affective measure for

etonomic dotatiOn research.' The SEA is not a "perfect" measure and obviously

more information on its technical characeristics may be desired by users. The

le -

develop ent of SEA illustrates the extensive work necessary to document what we

are mea uring and how well we are measuring it and should represent a distinct '

. -

improvement over the ad hoc development of most affective instruments in

economic education;

414

Conclusion

Although measurement is central to the research process in economic

educationithe topic is neglected or given improper treatment in much research

work. Maybe this attitude toward measurement is due to the excitement

experienced by researchers in other phases of work. Somehow worrying about-
!

we are measuring important input or
( output variables is just not as exciting or

glamorous as the formulation of research hypotheses, the development of the

research design, or the dhotillation of statistical results into general

conclusions. Or, perhaps the omission is doe to the strong economics influence

on economic education; most researchers are trained in econometrics, not

psychometrics: In economics research, the data (e.g.; GNP; CPI; or retail sales
4,

Economicfigures) are usually collected by other organizations and individuals.

education research, on the other hand, requires the development or selection of

measures and data collection by researchers. Few national data sets are

available for researchers to used wtich contain reliable and valid data on



variables of research interest. Consequently, attention to,the technical

properties of struments used to collect the data is essential for a sound

empirical stu in economic education.' 4P/

'An analogy drawn from home economics rather than economics illustrates the

problem. Many people enjoy baking - -from selecting the recipe; to combining

ingredients0' to drawing conclusionp about the final output. .Measuring; the

ingredients, which is a necessary part of the culinary process; is As exciting,

or satisfying as the oihrghaSes of the experiment. gut imagine what would

,- happen when quantifies are estimated with invalid measures; or if unreliable
... .

`

measures were used to determinelthe amount of ingredients; or If the-baker knew
.

!
-

nothing about the measurement process. Then; ,conclusi ons"drawn about the

finished product and the experiment itself would change drastically. The

.

analogy; as simple as it i ';'' highlights the research problem of reflecting-

measurement concerns.'
_ _ "__ _

At present we only have a handful of valid and reliable instruments for

research work. If We are to make more progress in exploring the diMenpiOna of

, .

the economics learning; then we will'need new measures and We will need to

revise the old ones on0a timely basis. -8ecker(Winter, 1983) re gnized this
I

problem in a recent reyiewnfeconornic education research:"

The. -fact that appropriate :Cognitive- and affeCtive-domatn
instruments do ,pot exiarlora specific assessment tact suggests
tharwe'shouldaliempt rodeVelop such instruments. Reliabland
valid test instruments for all forms of learning are needed. These
instruments mustmeesurewhat they report 'to measure and do it
Consistently.SErdWindividuals and oyei time. WithoUt valid and
reliable instruments; it is Impossible to tell what!is being
measured and to make comparisons to assesaresults_(0.. 15).

.,,_ .. . . , . :

Acareer could;-be-made in economic edUcStiOn developing the,needed'instrUMenta;

and.althotighthe test development process is becoming More sophisticated, ,the

. kl.
opporrunities'far maVihga solid contribution to the field are great; Future

. . .

?i t
' progress in research requires this'specialized work.

27
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1For researchers-interested in criterifon-referenced tests and the

discussion Of reliability and validityi,ial they apply to these t measures

(see Popham; 1981). Some of the points discussed in this chapter are also

presented in Wilstad and BuCkles (1983).

2There are other nationally ntirmed economics tests produced by the Joint

Council on Economic Eddtation. Ode is the Junior High-SchoolTerivt-of-Economits

(JHSTE) and the Test of. nderstanding in PersonaLE-tontmiie-(TUPE).. The JHSTE-,

'Wag normed in 1973 and the TUPE 1970 They were omitted from trig. discussionsa
due to their age. A new economics test for the JCWIelelmi Take series is soon to

be'releaSed,'-and -will not be discussed since'it was developed for a specific

'economics program. The C1EP is available from the Educational,Testing Service;
.

but is. expensive to use in research work.

10-. \-,

:
-_-

3Coefficient or Cronbach alpha is the basic formula for internal .

consistency. When test items are dichotomous the KR-20 forMula an be used. : In

. 1
this case; Cronbach (1951) has shown that the KR-720 and alpha estimates are

equivalent.
,

We formula for coefficient alpha,is:

n-1(1 Vt I

where; n =inumber of items on the test; Vt variance of the total test; And*.

EVi?=the.sum of the variance of individupitems. The only difference between

alpha and the KR-20 formulas is that EV1 is re aced by Epq, where Epq = sum of

the variance of items scored dichotomously.4-In all fairness, internal consistency estimates are still sufficient for

'---

mostliesearch studies since the major source of the measurement'error it

prObably due to item sampli A KR-20 or CrOnbach alpha 5stlmate is eldk

Valuable because,it sets on u
_

bound to the reliability of a test. If this

estimate is not high, then the other types of reliability pstimates (equivalent

forms) Are jiicly to be even lower (Nunnally; 1978; p. 231).

r-1



5Another problem with internal-conaistency;estimitea4s that they may be

'inflated if the test becomes a seed test rather than'a power testi A power

test allows sufficient time for all studehts to complete a test but a speed test

does noti The RTUCE, TEL, and BET are desig d as power tests; but no data are

-

presented, which indicates that the time period specified in the manual\is

sufficient for alll.students, so the reliability estimates may be inflated.

-

6A number of factors can influeRce the reliability estimates of a test.

These include test lewth, spread of the score, the difficulty of the test, the

objectivity in scoring, and the type of estimating procedure (see Gronlund, pp.

104-111).

7Whether.this measurement error presents a problem-for the statistical

P

estimation depends on the methods used.- (See Becker,'Summer 1983, pp. 6-7).

8As Wolf (1982) notes: "Vatidation of al)articurr test usually requires

an integration of.all three/iypes of evidence, and one cannot f9eely be

substituted for another,. . There is a move towards viewing vat 4lity as a

unitary rather than.a tripartite concept (p. 1995)i

9There are different rationales ftSr the use of sanditfkliCed and classroom

testsi aorta discussiqn of these points; see Becker.Ard Walstad (1981).

1°So far we have,discussed only paper-and pencil-cognitive measures: Ot er

types of cognitivemeaapres which do not rely on paper-and-pencil reactions may
. .

be'developedrEe.g obsetvations of studtnt economic behavior). T ese measures

must also he shown to Sp reliable and valid before they are used for xesearch

.work. The psychometric data may be more difficult to collect than it is for a

multiple-choice standardized test; but the general standards still apply.

11EvenEven studies which use a standardized measure, such as the TUCE, fail to-
.

;
ireport what form of the test was used kik J or B), how they were used (pretest and

reliability data on the use of thaLiinstrument wfrh theposttest), or

sample under study.

is
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12The same conclusion applies to nnn paper-and-pencil; of fec vemeasures.
te.

While it may be dlifficult to p4ide extensive reliability and vdlidity

information, this data must be furnished if we are to-have any insight into what

and how well:the behavior is.being measured; _Observations and ratings ate

riddled with measurement error and invalidity. ,..(See Nunnally, 1982; pp. 096-

1601);

4

4
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Yr/ALE 1

Types of Consistency l'

.

Reliability Property
, (Method)

Consistency Considerati

Test
Procedure

Constancy of Over.Different
Response Samples of Items

Stability

(testretest
)pver time)

Equivalence

(equivalent - forms)
no time interval

Stability.and-
EqUivalence

(eqmivalenceforms
with time interval)

(KR-20 or Cronbach alpha)

X
7

X

1
.

*Short-term constancy of response mAy be reflected

A
-G

-4 . '

Adapted fromronlund p. 101).

ti

Nat

. _

not day to day constancy.
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, .

for 11,TUCE. ( .OrM 14-

TkBLE ,s414

.Test pectftcatton Matrices

,,),
..

Content Categories

,

Cognitiye Categories '-

, S.

No of
Ili:teak:KS

Recognition &
Understanding

Explicit
Applkation

Implicit
Application

A. Measu4ng Aggregate Economic Petekmance 7, 15 , 21X

B. Aggregate Supply. PrOCTUCtive C.apacity, and Economic Growth 5; 28
-.../

8X,26 11X

.

C. Income and tinenatte Approach to Aggregate Demand and

.Fiscal Policy .

13, 22, 23, 27
. .

-
X. 19

.

7

D Monetary Approach to Aggregate Demand and Monetary Polity 12. 17; 24X 3. 6; 141 20X

E. Policy CombinatTans and Practical Problems 01 Stabilitation POliey 10; 25
a

4X, 16X, 18X,
29X, 30X

7

NO. 01006W-01S 10
*

10 .

-

Micro F A

.

Content Categories

C--- five Categories

1116- of_
Questions_

Retognition &
Understandin

xplitit
Application

Complicit

Application

A The Basic Ec Pt
.

i 13, 16X . 4

.

B. Markets and - Price 9. 14

.

6X. 28X .2; 27i 7

C 4.-ittft, Fi- . Ptollt imization. and Market Structure 4, , 1, 18 22X, 25X

at Fie. Externalities, G0 4nmedlntervention r ,

. -.

8, 24 \- 15x. 21 17X; 20

p

a

i. r
ibution and Government Reds1rbtabort 10

i
19X. 23X. a0

f
3,12X

..,

No of Ourstions 10 10

1TabIe 2 fs from P. Saunders (1981, p, 12''14).
rt _

3o

of
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TABLE 3

Test of Elementary EconoMics Mattik

Original veriks.L.'mpkifications*)N

Concept Are:\

Knowledge
QUestions

omprehension
Questions

Application
questions

Fact Definition

21 22, 25: 19,'

40

Business 13, 17i 35 16
34

Government ; 9, 26 28, 37

"r9
A

Exchange 1, 14, 7, 30, 31, 36
18, 33

a

Techncologib 11, 270 24, 38

-
Market 10 12- 15- 2 a 2

National economy 3;

*Underlined questi ns-were omitt

36




